
	 	

Advertising opportunities at  
Vale View Equestrian 

At Vale View, we have two indoor arenas which provide a large amount of 
wall space which is available for companies to promote their businesses by 
way of advertising boards.  We can now also offer space on our Grand Prix 
Outdoor Arena plus lorry park fencing which is visible to all competitors 
whether riding indoors or outdoors.  The daily footfall here is tremendous 
even on non-show days, as we have arena hires, training from numerous 
visiting trainers, an onsite café and tack shop all bringing members of the 
public through our gates. 

The cost for displaying a board measuring a maximum of :  6' across x 4' deep 
in the National Arena would be £250 plus VAT per year 
(Easily visible from the Café and great for inclusion in photographers shots). 

The cost for displaying a board measuring a maximum of  :  8' across x 4' deep 
in the International Arena would be £350 plus VAT per year 
(This arena has its own viewing gallery and is regularly used for televised coverage by 
H&C Tv). 

The cost for displaying a board in both International & National Arenas is 
reduced to £450 plus VAT for both per year 

The cost for displaying a board measuring a maximum of :  8' across x 3'  in our 
Grand Prix outdoor arena £350 plus VAT per year.  (This arena is on view to 
everyone parking in the lorry park.  It has regular TV / Photographic coverage at all of 
our major outdoor events) 

The cost for a board measuring a maximum of :  6' across x 4'  in our Lorry 
Park is £150 plus VAT per year as a one-off or £100 plus VAT per year - if 
combined with either Indoor Arenas or Grand Prix. 

If you are interested in booking some wall space, please contact Julie via 
email:  Julie@valeviewequestrian.co.uk to discuss your requirements.   

Please note:  Boards to be supplied by yourselves and need to be of a solid 
construction (not banners)
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